Inflight Engine Failure
By Bill Clute
Aircraft: 1976 Bellanca Citabria 7KCAB
Powerplant: Lycoming AEIO-320 150hp
Departure airport: 69NC
Destination airport: SC47
“He lived to tell about it!” and “Any landing you can walk away from is a
good one!” I have heard sayings like these for years. On June 6, I was the
fortunate person who lived to tell about the landing I walked away from.

Safety Update
provided by:
Leo Berube, CFI, CFII, MEI
SCAA Board of Directors,
FAASTeam Representative
My friend, Bill Clute,
experienced an in-flight
engine failure on June
6, 2020, while flying his
Bellanca Citabria from
Clute’s Hilltop Airport
(69NC) to Parker Field
(SC47). Bill is a former
airshow and aerobatic
competition pilot and
has graciously accepted
my invitation to share
his flight experience that
afternoon and subsequent
observations so that we
can all benefit.
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I started the day driving my parents from Jacksonville, Fla., to their home on a
private airstrip near Rutherfordton, N.C. After eight hours in the car I decided,
rather than more driving, to fly my Citabria back to my Parker Field home.
The airplane has been in my family for 40 years. My dad taught my brother
and I how to fly in the plane. I won aerobatic contests and flew airshows in it.
I even proposed to my wife from this plane during an airshow performance. In
total, I have logged about 1,000 hours in the airplane.
The flight from my parent’s home to mine is about 25-30 minutes, and it was
expected to be a non-eventful half hour. I took off shortly before 5 p.m. After
flying for about 20 minutes, I was about 8 miles from home and flying at 1800
feet MSL (about 1000 feet AGL) when I sensed a change in the engine. The
change wasn’t violent, just different. The engine seemed to run a little rough.
A slight adjustment of the fuel mixture didn’t improve anything. The engine
seemed to get worse, so I flipped on the emergency fuel pump even though the
pressure gauge read normal. Still no improvement.
A second or two later everything smoothed out … because the engine had quit.
No more than 10 – 15 seconds had passed from that first sense of roughness to
engine failure.
I tried the starter once, but it didn’t help. I was out of time for troubleshooting.
Unfortunately, I have lost too many friends to plane crashes, which has caused
me to deeply study accidents. One thing I learned was that many pilots got so
preoccupied with trying to resolve the problem that they forgot about flying
the plane. So, in my mind I repeated the words, “fly the plane.” I also recalled
the words of the great Bob Hoover, who said, “If you’re going to crash an
airplane, fly it as far into the crash as possible.” Oddly, one other thought
came into my mind: Gene Krantz’s character in Apollo 13, played by actor Ed
Harris, overheard a couple of people in Mission Control saying the mission
could be one of the greatest tragedies in history. Harris’ Krantz interrupted

and said, “With all due respect, sir, I believe this is going to be
our finest hour.” Clearly, a lot goes through my mind in a few
seconds.
I quickly scanned the area for a place to set the plane down and
didn’t like my options. Most of the roads were too curvy or had
crossing power lines. The Chandelle Estates aviation community
was just a few miles away. I had it in sight, but I wasn’t going to
be able to glide that far. I opted for the only suitable area I could
find, an area that had been cleared for a new neighborhood.
My years of performing engine-out aerobatics in airshows
were on my side. I wasn’t panicked about flying a plane with
the engine stopped, but this time was different. In airshows I
was flying a well-rehearsed routine with the runway always
below me. This time, I was frustrated because I couldn’t find a
better place to set the plane down. Nonetheless, once I settled
on the landing spot, I stayed focused on it. I set up a glide for
the clearing. With a small headwind and temperatures of about
90 degrees Fahrenheit, I felt like I dragged it in, barely clearing
the trees on one end of my landing area. I slowed the plane as
much as possible before it touched down and was able to touch
down with the tail wheel first. The clearing was rough, with ditches dug every couple hundred feet. The plane was
bouncing all over the place, and just when I thought it might be done the plane nosed over onto the spinner for a
brief moment, and then the tail slammed down. Finally, the airplane had stopped, and the crash had ended.
I had no injuries, and the airplane had only a few points of damage. The rudder was bent from when the tail
slammed down. The right tire blew out somewhere in the landing. Wheel pants cracked, the cowling experienced
some cracks and the exhaust is dented. The propeller had stopped in the horizontal position, remaining
undamaged when the plane nosed over.
After exiting the airplane, I took a walk along the path of my tire tracks and discovered several large concrete
drains that had been installed. If I had hit one of those, the impact would likely have ripped the landing gear off
the aircraft.
I called my wife. A passerby came over to check on me. Soon, the Reidville
Fire Department and the Spartanburg County Sheriff’s Office showed up.
Everyone was very helpful. Within a couple of hours, while still at the landing
site, I had received calls from the Greer Tower, FAA and NTSB.
I am very thankful that I live in a great neighborhood with people who are
willing to help and are knowledgeable about airplanes. Four neighbors came
out with two flat-bed trailers and a lot of tools. We had to drain about 25
gallons of fuel from the plane, so running out of gas definitely was not the
cause of the engine failure. After removing the wings and loading them onto
one trailer and the fuselage onto the other, my neighbors and I had everything
unloaded into my hangar at home by 9 p.m.
I am very lucky and blessed. While I don’t think this was my finest hour, at
least it wasn’t my final hour!
At this point, we have not found a definite cause of the engine failure. Many
theories have been suggested then dismissed by investigation. The theories that
haven’t been definitely dismissed cannot be tested in a way to show them to be
more than a possibility. The engine ran fine when we got the plane back to my
hangar. I don’t like this mystery. If I don’t find the cause I will always have an
unknown in the back of my mind each time I fly. (Continued on page 14)

Tips to Handle an
Emergency
• Rehearse emergency
situations in your mind.
Know the routine for each
scenario.
• Understand how wind and
temperature may affect your
planned response.
• Practice emergency
situations if they can be
done safely. Verify that your
plan has not omitted any
key details.
• Fly the plane. Don’t
become preoccupied
with trying to resolve the
problem. In an emergency,
time and altitude are limited.
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Spartanburg Downtown Memorial Airport Launches
Carbon Offset Program
Earlier this year, Spartanburg Downtown Memorial
Airport became the first airport in the state to launch
its own carbon-offset program designed to balance
the emissions from local air traffic by protecting
South Carolina’s lands and forests.
“It’s important to us as a business to work toward
a more sustainable future for our industry, and it’s
important to us as South Carolinians that our efforts
benefit our state’s special places and residents,” says
Terry Connorton, airport director for Spartanburg
Downtown Memorial Airport. “We’re not just
buying credits for a forest we’ll never see; the
places we’re protecting are where we live, work and
vacation. We hope other airports around the state
will join us.”
The program runs through May 2021, with the
possibility of extending it beyond that date. During
that time, the airport will voluntarily donate an
additional two cents per gallon of fuel it purchases
from World Fuel Services (the two cents will not be
passed on to customers). World Fuel Services will
collect those donations in a holding account, then
transfer them to The Nature Conservancy in South
Carolina every six months. The airport estimates
that the program will generate $6,000 in its first
year.

“Taking action on climate is our next big challenge
in protecting South Carolina, and it’s great to
see cities and industries leading the way,” says
Dale Threatt-Taylor, executive director for the
Conservancy in South Carolina. “We’re grateful to
Terry and the City of Spartanburg for their passion
and leadership.”
“Flying can take you anywhere in the world! Not
only can you visit friends and family, but it can
also take you to visit some spectacular natural
areas,” says James Stephens, executive director of
South Carolina Aeronautics Commission. “Here
in South Carolina, we have so much to offer our
citizens and visitors when it comes to our natural
beauty, and this program will help us protect
those areas for generations to come. We’re excited
about Spartanburg Downtown Memorial Airport’s
desire to be helping protect all those things South
Carolinians love.”
The funds collected will be used to protect South
Carolina’s lands and forests, which capture and store
carbon if left undeveloped.
To find out how to get your local airport involved,
contact Lowndes Macdonald at The Nature
Consevancy by phone (803-479-1187) or email
(m.l.macdonald@tnc.org).

Inflight Engine Failure (Continued from page 5)
From an airman perspective, I feel pretty good about how I handled the situation. I had wondered if there were
better places in the area that I could have landed, so I flew my Pitts over the area a couple of weeks later. What I
found was that there were other possible places to set it down, but they weren’t any better than the space I chose.
As mentioned earlier, when I did airshows my routine was very rehearsed. If you go to an aerobatic contest or
see an aerobatic competition pilot at an airshow, you may see them walking through their routine on the ground
before flying. Rehearsing a situation always makes it easier, and I believe that may have saved the day for me.
I hadn’t rehearsed this situation in the same way I did my airshow routine, but I had imagined this situation
hundreds of times in my mind. Whenever I am flying, I regularly look at the area below me and consider what
I would do if the engine quit. Hundreds of times, I have closed my eyes and imagined how I would handle an
engine failure. When I found myself in this emergency situation, I didn’t have to think about what to do; I knew
what to do. I already had a plan, and I stuck to it.
It’s good to know that planes don’t just fall out of the sky. If the engine quits the plane will still fly. You just need
to keep your focus and find the best available place to land.
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